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Seeking a Title Coordinator, responsible for Preparing titles and documents for 
shipment to individual stores to include collecting, filing, and packaging. 
Experience in Partnering with team members, other departments, and store 
locations when necessary to resolve lien holder and auction house title related 
errors.

AUGUST 2007 – FEBRUARY 2007
TITLE COORDINATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Obtained the title commitment and review for accuracy, Clearing miscellaneous 
conditions to closing Examine title reports for any liens, judgments, and 
assessments of which will cloud the title.

 Verified the legal description to match the asset.
 Determined which liens and judgments are subordinate Confer with realtors, the

seller, buyers, foreclosure attorneys, and courthouse personnel to exchange 
title-related information or to resolve problems Working with Reverse Mortgage 
Solutions, FNMA, JP Morgan Chase Bank covering 15 states, responsible for 
clearing and correcting the vesting issues on the title for REO assets as well as 
curative.

 Submitted payment requests to Federal National Mortgage and Reverse 
Mortgage Solutions and follow up once confirmation of payment has been 
received to clear the issue.

 Submitted request to City, Counties, HOAs and Utility companies for unpaid 
charges making sure that the documents provided include a full breakdown of 
any and all accrued charges.

 Prepared official legal descriptions for properties.
 Utilized computer software applications such as Microsoft office products, 

spreadsheets, REO Central, and the Internet.

2002 – 2007
TITLE COORDINATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Receive and process titles and legal documents to transfer lemon law vehicles 
back to the manufacturer - Coordinate with dealerships and financial.

 Opening new title orders and lien searches; order abstracts and taxes; review 
recorded documents prior to shipping, and maintain monthly reports.

 Titling trucks from approximately 30 states, data entry, filing, insurance, 
customer service, follow up with customers who havent taken.

 Transcription for title commitments, able to read notes for abstractor, worked 
with County Auditors Office and Recorders Office.

 Researched property liens, contacted attorneys to clear bankruptcy cases, and 
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researched information on divorce proceedings.
 Obtained releases/satisfactions and payoffs from financial institutions as well as 

borrowers credit reports.
 Perform the administrative tasks to support the operations group, update files in

accordance with our attorneys and client Instruction.

EDUCATION

G.E.D

SKILLS

Document Management, Communication, Planning.
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